the pulse
Attilio Brighenti and Chiara Brighenti, S.A.T.E. Systems and Advanced
Technologies Engineering, Italy, explain how powerful software tools can
prove effective in the thorough investigation of pressure pulsations and
valve dynamics that arise with reciprocating pumps and compressors.
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nalyses according to the API 618 1 and 674 2 standards for the limitation of vibrations and acoustic
pulsations in the design of new or retrofitted reciprocating compressors and pump installations are often
required late in a project. At this point, it is erroneously presumed that a better definition of piping
routing details would help to reduce the time and costs associated with these activities.
Yet this presumption does not correspond with experience. Even when prestudies aimed at defining pressure
pulsation dampeners are made in early phases of a project (as suggested by these standards), the subsequent piping
topology and layout definition modifies any previous assumptions.
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Prestudies are often made assuming infinitely long
(non-reflecting) piping conditions beyond the pressure
pulsation devices. This seldom holds true, as pipe routes
departing from either the suction or the discharge sides of a
reciprocating machine generally end at pressure vessels, heat
exchangers or choked valves. In all cases, these totally or
partially reflect the acoustic waves propagating through the
pipes and up towards these ends. Diverting joints cause the
acoustic waves to be refracted and travel through any pipe that
is in fluid connection with the source point.
These reflecting and path diverting conditions ultimately
result in standing acoustic waves involving the whole
interconnected piping. These waves are maintained by the
discontinuous yet periodical flow rate generated by the
machines. These pulsations generate shaking forces at bends,
T joints or reducers that may, on their own, bring on mechanical
piping vibrations. The aforementioned API standards define
acceptability rules for pressure pulsations, shaking forces and
mechanical vibrations, by amplitudes limits and resonance
frequency separation criteria. These rules also aim to prevent
resonances and damage to the machines’ self closing valves.
The amplitude of the internal acoustic standing waves
depend not only on the machine characteristics (speed,
pressure ratio, valves details) but, fundamentally and
interactively with these, on the piping geometry and process
conditions, particularly the effective speed of sound through
the piping zone considered.

Figure 1. Comparison of the p-V diagram of a

liquid pump (blue) versus that of a compressor
(red), for hypothetical same intake and delivery
pressure.

Figure 2. Typical flow rate versus time diagram of
a liquid pump.
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The acoustic propagation through the piping and the
response at any point (in terms of pressure and flow rate
pulsations) follow linear dynamics. Yet the flow impulse at the
machines’ nozzles depends on the internal pressure and on the
valves opening during the flowing phases, following non-linear
phenomena that interact strongly with the piping acoustics.
Special software tools are necessary to correctly perform
these analyses. However, there are differences to be accounted
for between liquid pumps and gas compressors.

Reciprocating pumps versus
compressors
Pumps
In most liquid pumps, the flow impulse from each cylinder can
be assumed to be almost invariant with the pressure pulsation
resulting at the machine/plant interfaces. This is because the
very limited liquid compressibility makes the internal pressure
to volume (p-V) cycle much like a rectangle or a steep
parallelogram (Figure 1, blue line). After the delivery dead end
passing, the expansion phase of the fluid trapped in the
clearance volume does not result in a significant reduction of
the effective suction stroke. Likewise, the loss of useful stroke
due to the fluid volume reduction influences the flow impulse
shape to some extent, when the piston reverses the motion at
its suction dead end.
However, this can apply identically to various process
conditions (i.e. to different external pressures), particularly if
they fall in a sufficiently limited range. The in cylinder pressure
during the discharge stroke may show a maximum that
corresponds to the maximum piston velocity due to the head
losses through the discharge valve. For the same reason it may
show a minimum during the suction stroke. Yet for correctly
sized valves, these p-V diagram convexities have negligible
effects on the imposed flow rate to the piping, which, for each
cylinder, ultimately follows a deterministic kinematic law
similar to a cut half sinusoid. Figure 2 shows each individual
cylinder’s flow rate and the overall rate for an example three
cylinder pump, at a speed of 208 rpm.
This liquid pumps behaviour allows the suction and the
discharge piping sides to be analysed separately. In other words,
the internal acoustic pulsation response at any point of the
respective sides can be calculated by considering the linear

Figure 3. Nitrogen case. p-V diagram of head side
(red) and crank side (blue) of cylinder 1.

acoustic standing wave response to previously defined
periodical flow signals.
Ultimately, the acoustic pulsation responses in liquid
pumps do not modify the disturbing flow rate dynamics
imposed on the ducted fluid medium at the pump to piping
interface. This also implies that if modifications are applied to
either the suction or the discharge side of the pump (for
example, to reduce pulsations), then the reanalysis of the other
side is unnecessary. This is because the machine/plant
interaction on a given side is not affected by the changed
pattern on the opposite side.

Compressors
The above conceptual simplification cannot be applied in gas
compressors because the much greater compressibility of the
fluid causes the gas trapped in the clearance volume after the
end of the discharge stroke to expand significantly along the
suction phase prior to reaching a pressure below that at the
inlet side. This significantly reduces the effective suction stroke.
Likewise, the initial part of the compression phase, after the
piston has reached the suction stroke dead point and the
suction valve has shut off, is lost to increase the gas pressure
until the discharge valve opens against the pressure on the
discharge side (Figure 1, red line).

It is now clear that if amplified pressure pulsations occur,
the pressure inside the cylinders may be quite different from
the respective average process value due to possible acoustic
resonances on one side of the compressor. Most importantly,
the pressure may change the crank angle and time at which the
suction or discharge valves open, thus creating a significant
change in the effective flow rate delivered by the machine.
Indeed, not only will the valve on the resonating side open
at a different crank phase angle and pressure, but the valve on
the other side will also. This is because both valves must
deliver, on average, the same mass flow rate according to a
dynamic self adjusting mass balance. Therefore, the delivered
flow rate can differ significantly from the nominal design value
in absence of pulsations. The amplitude of the harmonics of
the flow imposed to both piping sides (and the interstage
piping when existing) can also have an effect.
Machine performances are also affected in these cases,
causing higher or lower power consumption for the same
achieved compression. This depends on whether the pressure
pulsations are phased with the piston stroke so as to
counteract or help the fluid flow through the valves.
In the end, when modifying the piping or a pulsation
dampener on one side of a compressor (for example, in an
attempt to reduce unacceptable pulsations therein), the other
piping sides should also be verified after this modification
because the changed flow rate harmonics on these latter sides
yield a different response from the respective piping. This
response could mean the piping has worsened from a
previously acceptable condition.
This is why the API standard 618 (for gas compressors)
differs considerably in requirements from the API 674 (for liquid
pumps). While both relate to pulsations and vibration
suppression, the former requires the above machine piping
interaction to be correctly taken into account by the acoustic
simulation tool adopted.

Interaction effects
Figure 4. Nitrogen case. Pressure in the head side

effect of cylinder 1 (red) and in the suction (blue)
and discharge (black) plena, i.e. at the compressor
to piping interface.

Figure 5. Mass flow rate through valves with

nitrogen operation (upper) and hydrogen operation
(lower).

The following example uses a real industrial case where
dynamic simulations were requested prior to commissioning
the compressor. This shows the difference between pumps and
compressors, explaining the realistic possibility of acoustic
pulsations affecting the opening and the efficiency of process
gas compressors.

Figure 6. Hydrogen case. p-V diagram of head side
(red) and crank side (blue) of cylinder 1.
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These simulation results are relevant to a single stage,
double effect, two cylinder compressor set to operate with
both hydrogen and nitrogen, and coupled with the same
suction and discharge piping (Figure 3). Hydrogen operation
could occur in a number of process conditions, all very
different from the nitrogen case. In the example discussed, only
one of the hydrogen conditions is considered and compared
with the nitrogen case (Table 1). The pressure ratio is much
higher with the latter, causing a lower volumetric efficiency
than with hydrogen. The compressor exploits both effects
when operating on nitrogen but only the crank end effect when
operating on hydrogen, in order to cope with the flow rate
requirements at the same crank revolution speed. With
hydrogen, the suction valves on the head side are kept open, as
a usual method to regulate the flow with minimum power loss:
a technique also referred to as staging.

This aspect then adds an additional cause of difference
between the two gas cases, in terms of dynamic flow and
pressure pulsation source.
In the following comparisons, all the signal plots are
relevant to stabilised cycle simulation conditions, i.e. when
pressure and flow pulsations in the piping are standing waves,
maintained by the power given to the fluid by the compressor,
causing increased thermodynamic losses of the machine. The
transient conditions occurring on start up had already decayed
when recording the simulation signals shown.

Operation on nitrogen
The simulation of the compressor with the plant piping makes
evident the effect of the dynamic back pressure on the discharge
side of the machine. It causes an increase of the in cylinder
pressure well above the process back pressure on the delivery
side (Figure 3) and the dynamically varying pressure in the
discharge plenum (Figure 4). The in cylinder pressure has a
marked oscillating pattern in the discharge stroke (upper part of
the plot before the left end dead point in Figure 3). The
differential pressure across the valves is also subject to
oscillations that determine a flow rate pattern that is very
dissimilar to the half sinusoidal shape of the swept volume
(compare Figure 5 to Figure 2). The discharge valve closes and
bounces twice at the end of the delivery phase due to the
concurrent back pressure wave in the discharge plenum (Figure 4).

Operation on hydrogen
Figure 7. Hydrogen case. Pressure in the head side
effect of cylinder 1 (red) and in the suction (blue)
and discharge (black) plena, i.e. at the compressor
to piping interface.

In this case, the dynamic pattern of the valves was even more
evident under hydrogen operation. The lower pressure ratio
under these conditions determines a steeper compression
diagram when valves are closed. As a result, a longer useful
stroke and a higher volumetric efficiency is present, as can be
seen from the p-v diagram (Figure 6).
The effect of the dynamic back pressure is also evident on
the discharge side of the machine (Figure 7), which has a
frequency range of 200 – 240 Hz (Figure 8). In the piping just
downstream of the compressor, the pressure pulsations would
exceed the limits suggested by the API 618 standards for the
harmonic components, yet the peak to peak values are just
within the limits in this case. These pulsations correspond to
disturbed flow and valves behaviour that are oscillating and
bouncing more than with the nitrogen case, during both the
suction and the discharge strokes (Figure 5).

Excessive pulsations
Figure 8. Hydrogen case. Pressure pulsations at
the discharge side of the two cylinders of the
compressor.

Table 1. Cases for the example gas compressor
Gas

Operating
effect

Speed (rpm)

Mass flow
rate (kg/s)

Suction
pressure
(bar a)

H2

CE

490

0.2

26.0

N2

HE-CH

490

1.2

4.5

CE = Crankshaft side effect, HE =Head side effect
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The above internal pressure and valve oscillating patterns
predicted by simulations are known to happen in real
compressor operations, as found by in cylinder pressure
measurements. Excessive valve shocks may jeopardise their life,
as discussed in case histories
reported by compressor and
valves manufacturers.7, 8
Pressure
Discharge
Since there is no single
ratio
pressure
valve type or compressor
(bar a)
shop test that can guarantee
36.5
1.4
problem free operation for
any plant condition,
11.0
2.4
analysing each new practical
case by accurate simulation

tools, such as those developed and used by S.A.T.E, can help to
prevent these problems before they become too costly to
remedy (i.e. after the plant start up).
In fact, the API 618 and 674 standards, respectively
addressing reciprocating compressors and pumps, aim to
prevent the valve problems, as well as piping vibrations and
their fatigue failure, caused by the pulsation phenomena.
The choice of the valve type most suitable for the process
and the compressor characteristics should ultimately be in
charge of the valve manufacturer due to their experience. Even
so, to avoid compressor life and efficiency being compromised
by excessive pressure pulsations it is important that those
responsible for the plant system engineering are willing to
undertake a careful acoustic pulsation analysis in due time.
Various means may be adopted when pressure pulsations
are found to exceed the recommended limits; not all of these
have the same effectiveness and cost impact (depending on the
project development reached). This is the reason why piping
preventive detuning via prestudies should be undertaken: to
avoid resonances; advise on preferred dampeners size; and
clarify which piping lengths should be avoided. These
assumptions can be made using better information than the
misleading infinite piping condition, which only allows a rough
dampener pre sizing and does not offer a correct vision of
possible resonances in the piping and their consequent
excessive pulsations.

Conclusion
This short discussion should give evidence that acoustic
pulsation studies are far from an optional, trivial or simple

exercise. These studies should be made properly and
completely prior to declaring compliance with the API
standards. Preliminary studies should also be made early in
a project: as soon as the machines and the main piping
paths are defined. These goals can be reached now that
powerful software tools such as ACUSYS® and ACUSCOMP™
are available and qualified over many years of effective
use.3 – 6
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